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Buscada Strategic Planning

A modular and participatory

01

Working with People
People-centered workshops that enable
organizations to define their core values and

approach


strengthen their capacity for collaboration. 


Our strategic planning processes are
purposefully participatory, flexible, and

02

How might we…?  

A process which builds an actionable

grounded in core values. We believe that, at

strategic framework linking an organization’s

every level, individuals within an

mission, growth, and programming.



organization should own the strategic
planning process, so that staff are
empowered by its development, invested in

03

how decisions are made, and feel committed

Prototypes for partnerships


Rubrics and tools to create values-aligned
partnerships & spatial decisions




to executing the eventual plan. Hence, our
iterative strategic planning process results in
actionable frameworks that are true to an
organization’s mission and core values and
that can adapt as circumstances change. 
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Board retreats

Engaging board members in deeper
understandings of organizational mission
and core values to support growth. 






We build our strategic planning engagements
in phases, allowing organizations to choose
what is most important to them, or to add on
modules as we move through a project and
needs are clarified. 
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Field analysis / mapping


Research to understand your organization’s
place in the field. 






The following outlines our standard modules,
though each is adapted when we work with
an organization and special modules can be
designed to meet specific needs. 



06

Organizational growth



A system to assess staff skills, provide
mentorship and professional development,

Be in touch: info@buscada.com


.







and plan new hiring

01
Working with People 

People-centered
workshops that enable
organizations to define
their core values and
strengthen their capacity
for collaboration.  


What?

Our “Working with People” workshops help organizations
collectively define their core values, and to better articulate
what ideas like “community,” “collaboration,” and “power”
mean for their work. This workshop uses our people-centered
methodology and our collaborative project “Working with
People” to facilitate new kinds of conversations among staff
that create strong foundations for building future projects. 


Why?

“Community,” “collaboration,” and “empathy” are words often
emphasized in organizational missions and values. But what
do they really mean to the people who work in the
organization? And how are these values reflected in their
work? What do these buzz words mean to an organization’s
community collaborators? Is everyone using these words to
mean the same thing? Making space for open and honest
discussions on the multiple understandings of core ideas is
crucial for organizational growth. 


Who?

Organizations who want to build shared understandings,
hone mission, and strengthen their capacity for
collaborations. 




02
How might we…?  


A process which builds an
actionable strategic
framework linking an
organization’s mission,
growth, and
programming.




What?

Through an iterative process our “How Might We…?”
workshops engage all levels of an organization to reframe
their goals, strategies, and tactics as a series of questions,
which build toward the organization’s mission. This process
also helps redefine the strategies by which an organization
can best attain its mission, and to clarify the on-the-ground
tactics the organization will use to shape specific
programming. From this collaborative process Buscada
creates an actionable and visual framework the organization
can use to address current needs and new ideas in ways that
contribute to the core mission. 


Why?

A mission statement is a compass that guides progress, and as
an organization grows adjustments to the mission may be
necessary. Yet, in the midst of operations or a busy
programming season it can be challenging to ask these big
questions. By working iteratively and focusing on generative
questions, How Might We…? is a process that learns from
existing day to day practice, fosters consensus, and allows for
necessary shifts.


Who?

Any mission-driven organization seeking to create a strategic
plan grounded in core values. 
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Prototypes for
partnerships  


Rubrics and tools to
create values-aligned
partnerships & spatial
decisions







What?

Opportunities for partnerships are often presented to
organizations - this module creates rubrics for members of an
organization to judge whether a partnership will take the
organization’s mission forward, creating resonance in both
large and small-scale decision-making. This module similarly
helps organizations with access to permanent or temporary
space make decisions about the use and programming of this
space in concrete ways that stay true to the mission, goals and
strategies developed in an earlier “How Might We…” process.


Why?

When spatial or partnership opportunities are presented to
an organization, there is a temptation to dive in. This can
result in serendipitous new organizational adventures, but
can also result in activities or programming that absorb staff
time or resources while not bringing the organization closer
to its central mission. This module helps these opportunities
become the former, rather than the latter. 


Who?

Organizations looking to make plans for partnership and
spatial programming work.




04
Board retreats


Engaging board members
in deeper understandings
of organizational mission
and core values to
support growth. 












What?

Our board retreats and workshops make space for board
members to discuss core values and complex ideas that
ground the work and goals of the organization. These can
include workshops around leadership and modified “Working
with People” workshops that bring board members into
conversation around the core issues of an organization,
creating a space for exciting dialogues they rarely have space
to have.


Why?

Board members often have a hard time connecting with the
core values and complex ideas at the heart of mission-driven
organizations. They often believe in the work of an
organization writ large, but have few places to discuss it's
nuance. These workshops help them do that, and help them
better understand their organizations, becoming better
ambassadors for them in the process.


Who?

Board members of mission-driven organizations.



05
Field analysis /
mapping


Research to understand
your organization’s place
in the field. 











What?

In this module we help organizations map the fields in which
they work, identify gaps, and create plans for grounded
research with colleagues and allied organizations. Buscada
conducts research on organizations’ behalf, and trains staff to
research on their own, providing organizations with
structures for conversations and modes of reporting back. 


Why?

Grounded research helps organizations understand
opportunities within their field, while also supporting an
organization and its staff to build networks with kindred
organizations, and to create possibilities for long-term
partnerships and mutual support.


Who?

Organizations shaping their strategic trajectory and hoping to
understand the field ecology of the geographic and conceptual
space they occupy. 



06
Organizational
growth


A system to assess staff
skills, provide mentorship
and professional
development, and plan
new hiring.














What?

Growth helps organizations build strong, sustainable creative
cultures in two ways. Our unique set of frameworks and
diagrams provide organizations with tools to grow capacity
and develop the careers of existing staff, and help identify
skills (gaps) and create future hiring plans with effective job
descriptions. Our visualization methodology makes it easy for
individuals and organizations to understand where they are,
where they want to go, and how they can get there.  

 

Why?

People are an organization's most valuable asset.
Organizational growth means both individual growth within
positions, and the expansion of staff positions. However,
identifying how to support career growth or finding the right
fit can be difficult. Growth makes these questions visual, and
hence, much easier to grapple with and plan for. 


Who?

Organizations who are hiring and who want to improve the
career development of employees.



